Nonviolent Peacemaking and Resistance

Election Scenario Safety Trainings

We offer a robust selection of relevant training for election scenario de-escalation and safety. Below is a sample list with brief descriptions. All training sessions will be customized and contextualized with the client. We have collaborated with and provided election scenario training with many national and local partners. We offer in person or online training.

Core Modules

Nonviolent Communication in Election Scenarios

This form of compassionate communication helps de-escalate and transform interpersonal and inter-group conflicts related to election scenarios. It enables us to understand the feelings and needs of ourselves and others, so we can make proposals that better meet needs and de-escalate hostile conflicts.

Active Bystander Intervention and De-Escalation in Elections Scenarios

This training focuses on effective individual skills for assessing, de-escalating, and diffusing harmful or inappropriate behavior (bullying, harassment, physical violence...) in election scenarios.

Community Safety Units in Election Scenarios

This training focuses on preparing persons to deploy as a team or unit to various election associated situations or events.* Participants will learn unit strategy and skills for de-escalation.

*These modules can focus on polling stations, canvassing, election events (ex. speaker, town hall, debate), election demonstrations, etc.

Advanced Topics:

Election Scenarios and Weapon situations
Election Scenarios and Race/Gender conflicts
Election Scenarios and Event Strategy for Community Safety Units
Election Scenarios and Early Warning/Early Response
Election Scenarios and Trauma-Informed De-Escalation
Election Scenarios and Bodily Interposition Tactics
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